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efugee camps are 
not a recent phenom-
enon, but have been 

growing in number and size. 
How many camps exist 
today? 

Refugee camps started all over 
Europe after World War II. They were 
located in schools, empty buildings 
and army barracks. They were tempo-
rary, for a residual group of people 
who had not resettled. Since then the 
situation has changed dramatically. 
Today refugee camps come in many 
shapes and forms. Many refugees 
now living in camps have lived there 
for a long time and cannot go home. 
The United Nations Higher Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is 
in charge of camps. Their funding 
condition is to put people in camps.  

Some camps are built in the most 
inhospitable, isolated and barren 
areas. They are supported by inter-
national aid, which is undependable, 
erratic and inadequate. Once camps 
are set up, governments tend to 
disengage from the lives of refugees, 
and the responsibility is shifted to the 
UNHCR. 

BARBARA HARELL-BOND 
is credited with being one 

of the originators of the 
field of forced-migration 

studies. Since founding the 
Refugee Studies Centre at 
Oxford University in 1982,  
Dr Harell-Bond has been 

working ceaselessly in 
advocating the rights and 

needs of refugees and 
forced migrants, including 

helping to establish legal 
aid programs for refugees 
in Cairo. Her book Imposing 

Aid broke new ground by 
providing critical analysis 
of the system of refugee 
aid. Her most recent co-

authored book Rights in Exile 
has just been published.  

She spoke to OLGA YOLDI. 
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Sudanese demonstrators in Cairo. Photos courtesy Barbara Harell-Bond
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I don’t have the figures 
now, but there are many camps. 
There used to be three main 
camps in Zambia for instance, 
but now there are many more 
because of the Congolese. There 
are dozens of camps in a place 
like Uganda. Kakuma in Kenya 
has just expanded. All refugee 
camps are getting very big. When 
I did my research for Imposing 
Aid, I examined an emergency 
program that was being created 
that included a refugee camp. I 
remember at that time the organ-
isers tried to keep the camp size 
at 3,000. But now for instance 
there are 90,000 refugees living in 
Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya 
and in the Kahola district there 
are 30,000 to 40,000 refugees 
per camp. 

People are put in little tiny 
squares of land to build their 
houses and their latrines and 
they have no land. They live on 
top of each other. Some camps 
resemble prisons. At least in 
Uganda there was an attempt 
to give every family five acres, 
to let them live on the land and 
be spread around, more like a 
village, but this is not the case 
elsewhere. 

How many refugees 
manage to get 
resettled?

Less than one per cent of 
refugees, a tiny minority, reset-
tle in the West, yet resettlement 
comes to dominate the think-
ing of all refugees. Before, the 
UNHCR used to resettle refugees 
living in urban areas. Back in the 
1980s the resettlement program 
was in Khartoum for Ethiopians 
and Eritreans, and then it moved 
to Kenya. Now resettlement takes 
place from lots of places. The 
UNHCR insists that refugees stay 
in camps. Because the possibil-
ity of being resettled drew many 
refugees to urban areas, they now 
prefer to do the resettlement 

programs from camps, which is 
even more ridiculous because 
the whole camp gets the mindset 
that resettlement is the ultimate 
goal to get out of there.

The UNHCR insists on 
putting refugees in camps, yet 
many refugees self-settle and 
live among their hosts. Even in 
Thailand, where they haven’t 
signed the convention, I remem-
ber years ago the government 
officials came to see the refugees 
and couldn’t find them because 
they were self-settled. This is 
not the case in most situations, 
for instance in Nepal it is more 
difficult because there is more 
control.

The policy of 
encampment denies 
refugees the right to 
move freely and engage 
in productive activities. 
Have there been any 
recent improvements?

Not really, refugee camps 
have a very authoritarian set up 
and people get arrested if they 
are found four kilometres out 
of the camps. Normally refugees 
carry no ID card, but a ration 
card is assigned to each family. 
So if you are a refugee and get 
caught outside the camp, you 
cannot prove your identity. For 
instance, in Uganda people who 
tried to leave the camps were 
picked up by the military or by 
the police. In this case the ration 
card serves as ID because it says 
you belong in the camp. 

Getting out of the camp 
involves a long process. You have 
to go to the camp leader, who is 
probably another refugee, and 
then, if he likes you, you might 
be able to get a letter from him. 
Then you go to the government 
official, who may be in the camp, 
or whose office may be miles away, 
to get another letter to take to the 
UNHCR, which then authorises 
you to go to the city where you 

may find someone to help you. 
It is an absolutely authoritarian 
structure. 

Although camps 
can save lives in the 
emergency phase, 
as years go by they 
progressively waste 
these same lives.  Many 
millions of refugees 
remain trapped in such 
situations. They must be 
feeling desperate. 

Yes, some people have 
lived in camps for decades. This 
affects people differently; men 
are declassed and unable to fulfil 
their role as breadwinners for the 
family, so there are huge problems 
with substance abuse among men, 
and women have nothing useful 
to do. People serve their time like 
a prison sentence. An enormous 
amount of time is spent sleeping 
and you know what that means 
psychologically. Women have 
the duties of getting the water, 
finding the firewood. You hear a 
lot about rape in the camps and 
out of the camps. Unfortunately 
camps operate outside the legal 
structure. Eighty per cent of 
camp dwellers are women and 
children, although there are 
some men and young people. 
Women tend to collect other kids 
that have been abandoned as well 
as the elderly. They often strug-
gle to find enough food to feed 
their families a meal out of their 
rations. Food is not always availa-
ble in camps; weeks have gone by 
without food in Southern Sudan. 
Malnutrition is a major problem.

Living in camps also poses 
problems for the socialisation of 
children who are obviously going 
through the most crucial phases 
of their development. Okay, 
they may have primary schools. 
The fees may be nothing but the 
child has to buy a uniform and 
bring a desk and chair to the 
school and families can’t afford 

these. The only capital coming 
to the refugee camp is the food 
and selling the food to try to 
meet basic necessities is always 
a temptation for the refugees. 
They sell food to the locals or to 
each other. There is always some 
type of refugee economy within 
the camps. People try to make 
things themselves, to sell a few 
things and some refugees are 
employed for different kinds of 
jobs, they don’t receive a salary 
but they are paid with incen-
tives so they bring some money 
into the camps. I often think 
that it would be better to give 
refugees some money instead of 
food rations. For instance meals 
made of corn are very cheap and 
they could feed themselves much 
better if they received money.

You mentioned that 
1,000 refugees and 
asylum seekers from 
Sudan have been 
camping in the open 
on a square near the 
UNHCR headquarters in 
Cairo, protesting about 
the treatment they suffer 
in Egypt and demanding 
resettlement in another 
country. How did this 
come about?

Yes this is quite a remark-
able phenomenon. I have never 
seen it in all the years working 
with refugees because normally 
UNHCR has such demonstra-
tions broken up by the police 
immediately. In this case they 
haven’t done so. The Egyptians 
seem to tolerate it. There must 
be around 1,000 people sitting 
in Mustafa Mahmoud Square, 
waiting day and night. They have 
refused to move. They said “we’ll 
stay here or we will die here”. 
The demonstration began after 
the UNHCR stopped aid to those 
who had applied and failed to get 
refugee status. 

Thousands of refugees have 

come to Egypt from Sudan, as 
well from other parts of Africa. 
In Egypt people don’t get 
rations, so refugee families face 
homelessness, unemployment 
and as a result great hardship.

A student organisation is 
trying to raise some money, but 
we need $100,000 so we can help 
those people find flats to live. 
Some have given up their flats, 
they have packed everything they 
owned and have come and sit in 
the square because they thought 
that by doing so they would get 
resettled. Others thought it was 
mandatory to go to the park. 
They were in fact mobilised by all 
kinds of false rumours. Rumours 
just fly within a refugee commu-
nity, and people tend to believe 
them. So I fear for the people and 
I am very concerned about what 
is going to happen to them.

UNHCR does refugee deter-
mination, acting as a jury to deter-
mine whether asylum seekers are 
recognised as refugees or not. 
UNHCR has not recognised tens 
of thousands of asylum seekers 
as refugees, so these people have 
closed files, even though they 
are still refugees because they 
cannot go back to their countries, 
so they live in constant terror of 
the police. If the police find out 
that they don’t have residency 
permits or refugee cards they 
can get arrested. 

Since June last year UNHCR 
has been giving yellow cards to all 
Sudanese refugees who arrive in 
Egypt, which is like prima facie 
recognition, however this has 
intensified the conflict between 
UNHCR and the refugees, 
because when many of them 
arrive in Cairo, they believe they 
will be recognised as refugees by 
the UNHCR and resettled in the 
West. Refugees arrive with these 
kinds of expectations. 

We just finished a piece 
of research called “People on 
the Margins” - we did a study 
of closed files to see how these 
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Last September refugees living in Cairo refused to be invisible. They marched around a square 
in the business district demanding the international community’s attention. As time went by the 
demonstration showed no signs of dispersing. In fact over the next few weeks their numbers grew 
larger to the point that many of the protesters slept on the sidewalk. People wondered, who are 
these demonstrators?

refugees were surviving and we 
found they are most vulnerable. 
In fact the refugees themselves 
make that distinction between 
people who have been rejected 
by the UNHCR and people who 
have been accepted, and they 
try to help each other. Egypt is 
a poor country but it is not as 
poor as other countries in Africa, 
so people are working in the 
hidden economy, and it is diffi-
cult for men to find jobs.

The UNHCR is now 
talking about concep-
tual frameworks, differ-
ent initiatives and 
comprehensive plans 
to empower refugees. 
I notice there is a shift 
in their philosophy. How 
does this translate into 
reality?

 
 Yes it has indeed, but 
the problem is that whatever 
UNHCR says, its implementa-
tion will depend on the repre-
sentative working in the field. 
This person may not follow the 
guidelines that are sent out by 
the head office. For instance, 
now we have a representative 
in Egypt who does not believe 
in resettlement. I don’t believe 
in resettlement either, except 
in cases of refugees who are at 
risk, but even in those cases it is 
difficult. We know that there are 
groups of Jinjaweed, attached 
to the Sudanese government, 

trying to kill educated Darfurian 
refugees living in Egypt. They 
have arrived in Cairo with a hit 
list. I believe all those people 
who are obviously at risk should 
be resettled immediately, but to 
get the UNHCR to look at such 
cases is almost impossible.

Why don’t you believe in 
resettlement?

I believe in freedom of 
movement around the world. 
The reason I said I don’t believe 
in resettlement is because it has 
such an absolute pernicious 
effect upon the majority of 
refugees, who will stay behind 
and who won’t get resettled. 
The system of resettlement is 
uneven and unfair. For instance 
in countries like Lebanon, 
Jordan and Syria, where they 
haven’t signed the convention, 
the temptation of UNHCR is to 
ration refugee status to those 
people who can get out. They 
don’t have to promise the govern-
ment that they will get resettled. 
Or in Hong Kong, where it is 
almost impossible to get refugee 
status, because every person 
who is given refugee status must 
be resettled. We should only be 
dealing with refugees who are at 
risk, but when you have someone 
that is at risk it is almost impos-
sible to get resettlement.

 I strained my relationships 
with the Canadian government a 
few years ago over a Ugandan who 
had been taken to Canada to get 
an education. He had to go back 
to Uganda when he finished his 
education, even though he was a 
refugee when he left his country, 
so he went back and got employ-
ment in an aid organisation, and 
ended up being captured by the 
Loyal Resistance Army (LRA). 
Because he was a medical officer, 
he said to his captors that he 
was going to get the medicines, 
so they let him go and a police-
man tried to help him across 

the border to Kenya. But before 
he even got out of Uganda the 
newspapers were identifying him 
as a collaborator of the LRA and 
he and his wife were captured 
by the military. She was found 
naked in a cell and one military 
officer released her, and they 
both got out to Kenya. 

One day I was in Kakuma 
(Kenya). The Kenyan police 
captured this Ugandan man 
who was wondering around the 
camp and was pretending to be 
a refugee, but he had bullets 
and a gun and he had a list of 
people he was going to shoot. 
This Ugandan refugee I have 
just mentioned, happened to be 
on the hit list. Fortunately the 
Kenyans arrested him. Shortly 
after one night I went to the 
Ugandan refugee’s house and 
he showed me his wounds. He 
had been badly tortured while 
imprisoned. It took me three 
years to convince the Canadian 
government to resettle him. It is 
ridiculous because some people 
cannot wait. They just need 
immediate resettlement. 

There are many people who 
are very seriously at risk, but 
too many people claim to have 
security problems and must be 
resettled. It is difficult to distin-
guish between genuine and non 
genuine cases. 

With 25 million refugees 
around the world the 
situation is unlikely to 
improve in the future.

We live in a messy world, 
and the situation is deterio-
rating, particularly in Africa. 
Southern Sudan may become 
another Somalia. Uganda is 
going through a critical phase. 
It is only a few steps away from 
violence breaking out. 

The more I think about the 
refugee issues, the less optimistic I 
feel. I think people have lost sight 
of the enormity of the problem.
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They were Southern Sudanese refugees who had escaped Sudan’s endless civil wars. Some lived 
in refugee and destitute communities. They were protesting because the United Nations Higher 
Commissioner for Refugees had stopped registering asylum seekers. Common experiences of alienation 
and discrimination had brought them together and together they felt supported and protected.

Some had been recognised as refugees, others hadn’t. However all were facing the same conditions. 

They wanted to be seen and heard and had their needs addressed.

But their hope for a radical solution disappeared three months later when riot police deployed around 
the square had gathered. They wanted the demonstrators to disperse. When they refused to be led 
away, police attacked them. Officials say 25 protesters died and 50 more were injured, mostly the 
elderly and children.




